Since 1948, the Dutch company
Bruynzeel has been supplying top
quality writing, colouring and hobby
products for the home, school and
offices. With its wide product range,
Bruynzeel provides an answer to every
functional or creative question;
whether this involves expressing your
imagination through drawing, colours
and painting or learning to write in a
sound manner.
Bruynzeel, keeps you growing!

CHILDREN COLOURING
Bruynzeel introduces the colouring of the future! With the introduction of the
(free) Bruynzeel App, Bruynzeel realizes a unique interplay between drawings
on paper and the highly imaginative digital world of Fuzzy and his friends.
Thanks to this app and the complete range of colour products, children can
develop their ﬁne motor skills and creativity while at the same time developing
their technical skills for later
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EARLY LEARNING

BRUYNZEEL CRAYONS SET 8
Extra thick crayons. Specially designed for small children's
hands.

EARLY LEARNING

A full range of colouring products specially developed for young
artists. Fine tuned for little hands. Well thought-out, safe but
above all fun! Together with Fuzzy, bring your drawing to life
with this app.

BRUYNZEEL COLOUR WITH WATER SET 4
4 colouring pictures including a reﬁllable felt tip pen.
Colouring without ink, so no risk of stains. Ideal for little
ones.

9502K08B
9640K05B

BRUYNZEEL WATERCOLOUR PAINT SET 12
12 colours of watercolours including paintbrush. Ideal for
those just learning to paint.

BRUYNZEEL FINGER PAINT SET 4
4x 125ml ﬁnger paint including brush and spatula.
9516K04B

9511P12B

HOLLAND
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EARLY LEARNING

BRUYNZEEL SOFT COLOURING PENCILS SET 6
Soft, thick coloured pencils. Specially designed for small
children's hands.

BRUYNZEEL SHORT THICK COLOURED PENCILS SET 20
Extra thick short coloured pencils with free sharpener.
Specially designed for small children's hands.

2205K06B

2105K20B

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE COLOURED PENCILS SET 12
12 pencils with a triangular shape so that children can
always hold the pencil properly. Includes special sharpener.
3305K13B

BRUYNZEEL STARTER POINT FELT TIPS SET 8
Extremely sturdy felt tip, can withstand the most fanatical
use. Specially developed for small children's hands.
2003K08B

BRUYNZEEL BIG POINT FELT TIPS SET 10
10 thick felt tips with an extra thick tip. Easy to wash out
from most types of fabric.

BRUYNZEEEL TRIPLE FELT TIPS SET 10
10 felt tips with a triangular shape so that children can
always hold the pencil properly. Easy to wash out from
most types of fabric.

2001K10B
3370K10B

HOLLAND
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ESSENTIALS
The must haves for every young artist. These products
should be in every home! Let Storm and Blossom transport
you to a world of colour.

BRUYNZEEL COLOURED PENCILS SET 12
12 coloured pencils of the tried and trusted Bruynzeel
quality.

BRUYNZEEL COLOURED PENCILS SET 24
24 coloured pencils of the familiar Bruynzeel quality.
7545K24B

7545K12B

BRUYNZEEL COLOURED PENCILS TIN 12
12 coloured pencils of the tried and trusted Bruynzeel
quality in handy storage tin.

BRUYNZEEL COLOURED PENCILS TIN 24
24 coloured pencils of the tried and trusted Bruynzeel
quality in handy storage tin.

8505M12B

8505M24B
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ESSENTIALS

BRUYNZEEL SUPER POINT FELT TIPS SET 20
20 felt tips with extra thick, non-compressible point.
Includes corrector pen.

BRUYNZEEL FELT TIPS WALLET 12
12 felt tips in handy wallet.
7001Z12B

3001K20B

BRUYNZEEL FELT TIPS WALLET 30
30 felt tips in handy wallet.
7001Z30B

BRUYNZEEL FELT TIPS WALLET 50
Mega pack with 50 felt tips.
7001Z50B

HOLLAND
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CREATIVES
Magical elements and surprises form the basis of
the Creatives range. Join Chip and Starlight on a
voyage of exploration.

BRUYNZEEL TWIN POINT COLOURING PENCILS SET 12
12 double-pointed coloured pencils; therefore 24 colours
for twice the colouring fun!

BRUYNZEEL AQUARELLE PENCILS SET 10
10 watercolour pencils including brush and sharpener.
3550K10B

7570K12B

BRUYNZEEL TWIN POINT FELT TIPS SET 20
20 double-pointed felt tips. With broad and ﬁne point for
twice the colouring fun!

BRUYNZEEL MAGIC FELT TIPS SET 8
8 felt tips with a magical effect. Use the white magic pen to
colour over your picture and the colours will change into
new colours.

2020K20B
7951K08B
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CREATIVES

BRUYNZEEL METALLIC FELT TIPS SET 6
6 metallic felt tips with a ﬂexible point for both thin lines
and large areas. Also attractive on black paper.

BRUYNZEEL GLITTER FELT TIPS SET 6
6 glitter felt tips. Also attractive on black paper.
7945K06B

7965K06B

BRUYNZEEL FABRIC MARKERS SET 8
8 fabric felt tips. For decorating your own clothing, pencil
case and other fabrics.
6030K08B

Stand out on the shop ﬂoor!

BRUYNZEEL FACE PAINT BLISTER 6
6-colour palette of theatre quality face paint. Strong
colours and easy to remove with soap and water.

BRUYNZEEL CHILDREN COLOURING FLOOR DISPLAY
Compact cardboard ﬂoor display ﬁlled with the 3 themes of
the Bruynzeel kids colouring concept: Early Learning,
Creatives and Essentials.

9514B07B

99DBIY01

HOLLAND
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MIFFY
Dick Bruna's world-famous picture book character.
For very young children.
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MIFFY

MIFFY COLOURED PENCILS TIN 8
8 coloured pencils in a nice miffy storage tin with free
sharpener and miffy stencil.
4511M08

MIFFY FELT TIPS SET 6
6 felt tips in the shape of miffy.
3015K06

MIFFY FINGER PAINT SET 4
4 bright-coloured ﬁnger paint in handy tubes (85ml).
Includes a small miffy sponge for some great effects!
9518K04

HOLLAND

MXZ
Bruynzeel mXz is a unique school concept, specially developed for school
children and students. A complete range with all the drawing, colouring and
writing products necessary for lessons. From coloured pencils and compass to
felt tips and sharpeners! The metal look of Bruynzeel mXz is both trendy and
tough.
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MXZ

BRUYNZEEL MXZ GRAPHITE PENCILS TIN 6
6 graphite pencils of various hardnesses in storage tin.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ TIN 12+6 FREE
Special metal-look tin with the 16 most popular coloured
pencils and 2 graphite pencils HB.

1605M06
6535M18

BRUYNZEEL MXZ COLOURED PENCILS TIN 12
12 coloured pencils in metal-look storage tin.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ COLOURED PENCILS TIN 24
24 coloured pencils in metal-look storage tin.

7524M12

7524M24

HOLLAND
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MXZ
BRUYNZEEL MXZ TRIPLE SOFT FEEL COLOURED PENCILS
TIN BLACK 12
12 soft-feel triple grip coloured pencils in black metal-look
storage tin.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ TRIPLE SOFT FEEL COLOURED PENCILS
TIN RED 12
12 soft-feel triple grip coloured pencils in red metal-look
storage tin.

6518M12

6519M12

BRUYNZEEL MXZ FLUORESCENT COLOURED PENCILS
TIN 6
6 ﬂuorescent coloured pencils in black metal-look storage
tin.
6516M06

BRUYNZEEL MXZ AQUARELLE PENCILS TIN 12
12 watercolour pencils, including paintbrush in metal-look
storage tin.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ SUPER POINT FELT TIPS TIN 10
10 super point felt tips including corrector pen.
3002M10

3540M12
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MXZ

BRUYNZEEL MXZ COMPASS 3 PIECES
3-part compass set, including sharpener and reﬁll.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ COMPASS 5 PIECES
5-part compass set, including sharpener, reﬁll and handy
adapters to allow you to draw circles with your own pen.

9393P03
9394P05

BRUYNZEEL MXZ FINELINER SET 12
12 ﬁneliners in modern colours in handy upright packaging.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ HIGHLIGHTER BLISTER 2
2 ﬂuorescent highlighters. For highlighting text and
illustrations on paper.

8005P12
1215B02

HOLLAND
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MXZ
BRUYNZEEL MXZ KNEADABLE ERASER BLISTER 3
3 kneadable erasers in trendy colours. Popular article
amongst school children.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ KNEADABLE ERASER DISPLAY 48
48 kneadable erasers on display in trendy colours.
1210D48

1210B03

BRUYNZEEL MXZ KNEADABLE ERASER DISPLAY 120
120 kneadable erasers in a bucket; perfect for on the
counter.

BRUYNZEEL MXZ SHARPENER-ERASER DISPLAY 25
25 sharpeners with eraser in handy counter display.
1212D25

1210D120
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MXZ

BRUYNZEEL MXZ DUO SHARPENER DISPLAY 24
24 duo sharpeners, with handy collection compartment in
compact counter display.
1218D24

BRUYNZEEL MXZ FLOOR DISPLAY
The complete MXZ product range on 1 compact ﬂoor display for extra visibility.
99DMXZ14

HOLLAND

EXPRESSION
Bruynzeel Expression provides the perfect foundation for everyone who
wishes to be creative. Bruynzeel Expression comprises a complete range of
graphite, coloured and watercolour pencils, packed in attractive storage tins
with decoration that is reminiscent of the Bruynzeel brand’s Dutch origins.
In short, a ﬁne stepping stone for budding artists.
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Bruynzeel Expression Graphite
High-quality graphite pencils with a strong, thick core ranging between 2.2 and 3.6mm.
Excellent graphite transfer and perfect balance in pencil hardness.

EXPRESSION

BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION GRAPHITE PENCILS TIN 6
6 high-quality graphite pencils with a strong, thick core
ranging between 2.2 and 3.6mm. Excellent graphite
transfer and perfect balance in pencil hardness.
7715M06

BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION GRAPHITE PENCILS TIN 12
12 high-quality graphite pencils with a strong, thick core
ranging between 2.2 and 3.6mm. Excellent graphite
transfer and perfect balance in pencil hardness.
7715M12

HOLLAND
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Bruynzeel Expression Colour
High-quality coloured pencils with a strong, thick 3.3mm core manufactured from quality pigments for very
good colour transfer.

EXPRESSION
BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION COLOURED PENCILS TIN 12
12 high-quality coloured pencils with a strong, thick 3.3mm
core manufactured from quality pigments for very good
colour transfer.
7705M12

BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION COLOURED PENCILS TIN 24
24 high-quality coloured pencils with a strong, thick 3.3mm
core manufactured from quality pigments for very good
colour transfer.
7705M24

BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION COLOURED PENCILS TIN 36
36 high-quality coloured pencils with a strong, thick 3.3mm
core manufactured from quality pigments for very good
colour transfer.
7705M36
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Bruynzeel Expression Aquarel
High-quality watercolour pencils with a strong, thick 2.9mm core manufactured from quality pigments for very
good colour transfer and complete solubility in water. Can be applied both wet and dry. Paintbrush included.

EXPRESSION

BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION AQUARELLE PENCILS TIN 12
12 high-quality watercolour pencils with a strong, thick
2.9mm core manufactured from quality pigments for very
good colour transfer and complete solubility in water.
Can be applied both wet and dry. Paintbrush included.
7735M12

BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION AQUARELLE PENCILS TIN 24
24 high-quality watercolour pencils with a strong, thick
2.9mm core manufactured from quality pigments for very
good colour transfer and complete solubility in water.
Can be applied both wet and dry. Paintbrush included.
7735M24

BRUYNZEEL EXPRESSION AQUARELLE PENCILS TIN 36
36 high-quality watercolour pencils with a strong, thick
2.9mm core manufactured from quality pigments for very
good colour transfer and complete solubility in water.
Can be applied both wet and dry. Paintbrush included.
7735M36
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DESIGN
Specially for artists, designers, illustrators and hobbyists; a well-balanced
assortment of graphite, coloured, watercolour and pastel pencils for those who
want the best. Bruynzeel Design is characterized by a ﬁne feeling for colour,
excellent colour transfer, dense colour structure, excellent mixability and good
coordination in terms of colours and hardness.
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Bruynzeel Design Graphite
Superior quality graphite pencils with perfectly coordinated degrees of hardness. For use in design work,
technical drawings, sketching and illustrations. The Ø 2.2 mm graphite core is made from the ﬁnest,
high-quality raw materials so that it transfers very well. Available in open stock as well as in set of 12.

DESIGN

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN GRAPHITE PENCILS
Open stock.
8815K..

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN GRAPHITE BOX 12
12 graphite pencils with various degrees of
hardness in a deluxe storage box.
8815H12

HOLLAND
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Bruynzeel Design Colour
Superior quality coloured pencils with a perfectly coordinated colour range. Specially designed for those who
require the best possible drawing and colouring products. The extra thick Ø 3.7 mm colour core is made from
high-quality colour pigments so that the colours transfer very well. Easy for applying several layers of colour on
top of each other. Available in open stock as well as in sets.

DESIGN
BRUYNZEEL DESIGN COLOUR PENCILS
Open stock.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN COLOUR BOX 12
12 coloured pencils in a deluxe storage box.

8805..K

8805H12

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN COLOUR BOX 24
24 coloured pencils in a deluxe storage box.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN COLOUR BOX 48
48 coloured pencils in a deluxe storage box.

8805H24

8805H48

Bruynzeel Design Aquarel
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Superior quality aquarel pencils with a perfectly coordinated colour range. Specially designed for those who
require the best possible drawing and colouring products. The Ø 3.7 mm colour core is made from ﬁne highquality colour pigments so that the colours transfer very well and they dissolve fully in water. Can be applied
both dry and wet. Brush included. Available in open stock as well as in sets.

DESIGN

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN AQUAREL PENCILS
Open stock.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN AQUAREL BOX 12
12 aquarel pencils in a deluxe storage box.

8835..K

8835H12

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN AQUAREL BOX 24
24 aquarel pencils in a deluxe storage box.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN AQUAREL BOX 48
48 aquarel pencils in a deluxe storage box.

8835H24

8835H48

HOLLAND
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Bruynzeel Design Pastel
Superior quality pastel crayon encased as pencil with a perfectly coordinated colour range. Specially designed
for those who require the best possible drawing and colouring products. The Ø 3.8 mm colour core is made
from high-quality colour pigments so that the colours transfer very well. Not only do they combine perfectly
with each other, but they can also be used as watercolours. Available in open stocks as well as in sets.

DESIGN
BRUYNZEEL DESIGN PASTEL PENCILS
Open stock.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN PASTEL BOX 12
12 pastel pencils in a deluxe storage box.

8440..K

8840H12

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN PASTEL BOX 24
24 pastel pencils in a deluxe storage box.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN PASTEL BOX 48
48 pastel pencils in a deluxe storage box.

8840H24

8840H48
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DESIGN

Bruynzeel Design Specialties
Superior quality artists' pencils specially developed for those wanting the very best drawing and colouring
products.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN SPECIALTIES BOX 12
Aqua-Sketch (Medium - Soft) - Pencil with water-soluble
core. Wonderful watercolour effects can be achieved by
using water and paintbrush. Charcoal (Hard -Medium - Soft)
- Charcoal pencil allows you to work cleanly and
accurately. Sanguine (Oil) – Pencil with reddish core,
particularly suitable for portraits and life drawings. Sepia
(Light - Dark) - Pencil with a dark-brown sepia core, suitable
for sketching and drawing landscapes. White (Soft) - Pencil
with a white, chalk-based core, for applying contrasts and
toning down colours. Blurrer - Drawing instrument to
smooth out chalk etc., thereby creating shade and "silkier"
effects.
8823H12

HOLLAND
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Bruynzeel Design Accessories
A well-balanced range of the necessary accessories for Bruynzeel Design

DESIGN
BRUYNZEEL DESIGN GRAPHITE LEADS
Thick, solid graphite sticks. Suitable for design, sketching
and illustration applications.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN CHARCOAL SET 5
5 charcoal sticks.
8628K05

8620K..

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN KNEADABLE ERASER DISPLAY 24
24 kneadable erasers in compact display.

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN SHARPENER DISPLAY 24
24 high-quality sharpeners for both graphite
and colouring pencils.

9434D24
8638D24

BRUYNZEEL DESIGN DISPLAY 48X16
Compact, permanent plastic display for
48 x 16 Bruynzeel Design pencils.
Display is supplied empty.
9988DPL2

PRIMARY SCHOOL
ASSORTMENT
The Bruynzeel basic school assortment has been specially
developed for schools, and consists of handily packed
ergonomic products. Children colour, draw and write
primarily for fun, but while doing so they can learn a great
deal. Fine motor skills are developed, the concentration is
improved and creativity is stimulated.

Writing pencils
Graphite pencils of Bruynzeel quality, specially for school. Extra strong thanks to the thick core and the
complete adhesion of the core to the wood.

BRUYNZEEL BASIC HB GRAPHITE PENCILS
12 graphite pencils.
0405KHB

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE GRIP HB GRAPHITE PENCILS
72 triple-grip graphite pencils. The triangular shape gives
children extra grip. As a result they develop the right
posture when writing.
0305D72

HOLLAND
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Coloured pencils
Coloured pencils of Bruynzeel quality, specially for school. Extra strong thanks to the thick coloured cores and
the complete adhesion of the core to the wood. With high-quality pigments for a ﬁne feeling of colour and an
intense colour production.

PRIMARY SCHOOL ASSORTMENT

BRUYNZEEL SUPER COLOURED PENCILS
12 coloured pencils with thick 3.3 mm core. Highly resistant to breakage with good colour transfer.
Available in 22 different colours.
2515..KC

BRUYNZEEL SUPER COLOURED PENCILS TIN 12
12 different coloured pencils in handy storage tin.
Every child has his or her own colouring set.

BRUYNZEEL SUPER COLOURED PENCILS TUBE 48
48 different coloured pencils with thick 3.3 mm core in an
attractive metal coloured tin. Easy to place, simple to clear
away.

2515M12C
2515M48C
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BRUYNZEEL MEGA COLOURED PENCILS
10 coloured pencils with thick 5 mm core. Highly resistant to breakage with good colour transfer.
Available in 13 different colours.
21057..C

PRIMARY SCHOOL ASSORTMENT

BRUYNZEEL MEGA COLOURED PENCILS SET 10
10 different coloured pencils with extra thick 5 mm core.
Highly resistant to breakage with good colour transfer.
Every child has his or her own colouring set.

BRUYNZEEL MEGA COLOURED PENCILS SET 12
12 different coloured pencils with extra thick 5 mm core.
Highly resistant to breakage with good colour transfer.
Every child has his or her own colouring set.

2105KASC

2105K12C

BRUYNZEEL MEGA COLOURED PENCILS TUBE 48
48 different coloured pencils with extra thick 5 mm core in
an attractive metal coloured tin. Easy to place, simple to
clear away.

BRUYNZEEL MEGA COLOURED PENCILS BOX 144
144 coloured pencils in special school box
(12 x 12 colours).
2105144C

2105M48C
HOLLAND
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BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE PENCILS
12 triple-grip coloured pencils with thick 3.3 mm core. The triangular shape gives children extra grip.
As a result they develop the right posture when writing. Available in 13 colours.
3305..KC

PRIMARY SCHOOL ASSORTMENT
BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE COLOURED PENCILS SET 12
12 different triple-grip coloured pencils with thick 3.3 mm
core. The triangular shape gives children extra grip. As a
result they develop the right posture when writing. Every
child has his or her own colouring set.

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE COLOURED PENCILS TUBE 48
48 different triple-grip coloured pencils with thick 3.3 mm
core in an attractive metal coloured tin. Easy to place,
simple to clear away. The triangular shape gives children
extra grip. As a result they develop the right posture when
writing.

3305KASC
3305M48C

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE COLOURED PENCILS BOX 144
144 triple-grip coloured pencils in special school box
(12 x 12 colours).
3305144C

Electric pencil sharpener
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Use a good pencil sharpener to prevent points from breaking.

PRIMARY SCHOOL ASSORTMENT

BRUYNZEEL MULTISPITS 7000 ELECTRIC SHARPENER
Electric pencil sharpener for all types and sizes of pencils
(graphite / coloured / triangular / hexagonal). Stops
automatically when correct point size and shape are
reached.
0350K01

Felt tips
Felt tips of Bruynzeel quality, specially developed for school.

BRUYNZEEL BIG POINT FELT TIPS TUBE 36
Extra thick felt tips for small children’s hands, in an
attractive metal coloured tin. Easy to place, simple to clear
away. Age: 4+

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE FELT TIPS TUBE 60
Triangular felt tips for small children’s hands, in an attractive
metal coloured tin. Easy to place, simple to clear away.
Age: 4+

2001M36C

3370M60C

BRUYNZEEL FELT TIPS WALLET 10
Special school pack. Each child has his or her own
colouring set. Age: 5+

BRUYNZEEL FELT TIPS TUBE 40
40 felt tips, in an attractive metal coloured tin.
Easy to place, simple to clear away. Age: 5+

7001S10C

7001M40C

BRUYNZEEL SUPER POINT FELT TIPS TUBE 40
40 Super Point felt tips, in an attractive metal coloured tin.
The special point enables you to draw both thick and thin
lines. Includes white corrector pen. Easy to place, simple
to clear away. Age: 6+
3001M40C

HOLLAND
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Writing
(Learn to) Write with the ergonomic writing products of Bruynzeel

PRIMARY SCHOOL ASSORTMENT
BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE GRIP FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
The triangular shape gives children extra grip. As a result,
writing is more pleasant for them, ﬂows more smoothly
and they develop the right posture when writing.

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE GRIP FOUNTAIN PEN EXTRA FINE
The triangular shape gives children extra grip. As a result,
writing is more pleasant for them, ﬂows more smoothly
and they develop the right posture when writing.

9334K10

9337K10

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE GRIP FOUNTAIN PEN LEFT-HANDED
The triangular shape gives children extra grip. As a result,
writing is more pleasant for them, ﬂows more smoothly
and they develop the right posture when writing.

BRUYNZEEL INKCARTRIDGES BLUE BOX 500
Bruynzeel ink cartridges, for optimum writing pleasure.

9339K10

9420500
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MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

Bruynzeel Specials
Attractive storage tins with coloured pencils of tried and trusted Bruynzeel quality.

BRUYNZEEL BIRD TIN 12 COLOURED PENCILS
12 coloured pencils in tin with beautiful kingﬁsher
illustration.

BRUYNZEEL TIN 45 COLOURED PENCILS - WILD ANIMALS
45 coloured pencils.
5012M45

8511M12

BRUYNZEEL TIN 45 COLOURED PENCILS - COLOURFUL
45 coloured pencils in tin with turtle illustration.

BRUYNZEEL SUPER SIXTIES BEETLE TIN 60
60 colour products in a tin with retro beetle illustration

5013M45

6062M60

HOLLAND
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Bruynzeel Hobby Moment
Create your own painting simply with Bruynzeel Hobby Moment! These ready-to-use painting sets comprise line
drawings on sturdy board, mixing pots, specially selected acrylic paint and a brush. The sets are available in
various versions.

MISCELLANEOUS
BRUYNZEEL PAINT ART KITTENS
Inquisitive kittens.

BRUYNZEEL PAINT ART PETS
Sweet pets.

969602F

969801F

BRUYNZEEL PAINT ART RUNNING HORSES
Running horses.

BRUYNZEEL PAINT ART TIGER
Tiger portrait.

969704F

969802F
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Bruynzeel Burotek
The tried and trusted Bruynzeel High-Quality writing pencil

BRUYNZEEL HB GRAPHITE PENCIL
12 HB graphite pencils equipped with eraser.

1605K..

1705KHB

MISCELLANEOUS

BRUYNZEEL BUROTEK GRAPHITE PENCIL
12 graphite pencils. Available in various hardnesses.

BRUYNZEEL GRAPHITE PENCIL SHARPENER BOX 20
20 metal pencil sharpeners, for graphite pencils.
0400D20

Bruynzeel
Triple Graphite pencil
The tried and trusted Bruynzeel Triple writing pencil

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE SHARPENER TUBE 25
Specially for triangular (Triple) colouring, drawing and
writing pencils.

BRUYNZEEL TRIPLE GRIP HB PENCILS TUBE 36
36 triple HB graphite pencils. The triangular shape gives
children extra grip. As a result, they develop the right
posture when writing.

0430R25

0305R36

BRUYNZEEL ERASER EXTRA SOFT
DISPLAY 30
30 extra soft pencil erasers
(42x30mm) in compact display.

BRUYNZEEL ERASER MIDDLE
DISPLAY 36
36 rubber erasers (42x18mm) in a
compact display.

BRUYNZEEL ERASER SMALL DISPLAY
63
63 rubber erasers (32x15mm) in a
compact display.

9433D30

9424D36

9425D63
HOLLAND
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Bruynzeel Spits
The tried and trusted Bruynzeel ﬁneliner

MISCELLANEOUS
BRUYNZEEL SPITS FINELINER
10 ﬁneliners. Available in 4 colours.

BRUYNZEEL SPITS REFILL
10 reﬁlls for the Spits ﬁneliner. Available in 4 colours.

8001..K

8002..C

Bruynzeel Calligraphy
The tried and trusted Bruynzeel calligraphy sets

BRUYNZEEL BEGINNER SET 8 CALLIGRAPHY PENS
A professional calligraphy set for beginners. Including four
different brass pen points (medium, ﬁne, broad and 2B), a
converter and 3 black ink cartridges.

BRUYNZEEL LUXE SET 14 CALLIGRAPHY PENS
A complete deluxe calligraphy set. Comprises six different
brass pen points (medium, ﬁne, broad, 4B, Scroll 4 and
Scroll 6), a converter, 4 colour ink cartridges and 4 caps.

9341P08

9346P14

